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O'Neil new Dean of Students
By Jeanne Lynch
Staff Writer
Almost a month has past since the
position of Henry Krell was filled by
Father Lawrence O'Neil for the position
of Dean of Students. Father O'Neil,
formerly the Director of Career
Placement, is the acting interim Dean of
Students. He approaches this job with
27 years experience in both the teaching
and counseling areas. It is not known
how long Father O'Neil will remain in
this position, but during his time as
Dean he has definite objectives and ideas
for the job.
The responsibilities of the Dean of
Students are varied. The Dean supervises
both minority students' and international
students' counseling services. He also
acts as the counselor to the handicapped
students. Another main aspect of the
Dean's position provides for the
enforcement of disciplinary sanctions.
This office calls for an ability to counsel
and guide while at the same time
demands strict adherence to the rules.
Father O'Neil has the background and
knowledge to handle this multifaceted job
competently.
Starting at Fairfield Prep as a
scholastic 27 years ago. Father O'Neil
worked as a teacher. He returned to the
Prep as a priest working as the
Admissions Director and then as the
Director of Guidance. From there. Father
O'Neil became what was known as the
Dean of Discipline, but today is referred
to as Assistant Principle.
In, 1972,
Father O'Neil came to the University as
the Director of Career Planning. He
regards this most recent transition in a
positive light. It is an opportunity to
utilize his past experience in guidance
and discipline.
There are issues which Father O'Neil
currently sees as nedding his direct
attention. During his time as Dean of
Students, he desires to see a decrease in
the consumption of alcohol by the
students. "I'm afraid for the students'
bodies." One of the ways he plans to
deal with this problem is to attack it first
through education. He would like to
inform people about the possible health

risks involved in heavy drinking. If
education and counseling are not enough
to deter the overindulgers, he states he
must unfortunately resort to strict
disciplinary
measures
whenever
necessary. Father O'Neil's philosophy
can be summed up by three simple
words: interested, fair and firm. He
plans to enforce the rules of the student
handbook rigidly. "It will be a switch
for me to go from being the good guy in
Career Placement to the bad guy in
Student Services."
He does not
particularly embrace the idea of being
known for disciplinary actions alone and
is quick to point out that he is more than
willing to hear all sides of any issue.
Although he understands and recognizes
the needs of the students, he feels he
must act in exact accordance with the
rules of the University.
In his years that he has been at
Fairfield, Father O'Neil has developed a
deep rooted love and respect for the
campus as well as for the people who
make up Fairfield. "Disrespect in any
form will trigger my firmness." He
plans to make it well known that any
type of destruction or defacement of the
dorms and property will be dealt with
severly. He stresses the importance of
mutual respect among students and
between the staff and students. This is
another point which Father O'Neil sees
to be requiring his attention. He plans to
bring about awareness
of the
significance of respect for the University.
Father O'Neil is deeply impressed by
both the the intellectual and moral
qualities Fairfield students exhibit. He
views the student body as being reflective
of fine families and strong backgrounds.
His desire is to see the students become
more involved and aware concerning
social issues. "If the students learn to
fully develop the talents they have and
are able then to share them with others;
both my job and the University's job is
complete." He has watched Fairfield
grow through the years and has
participated in multiple roles during his
career here. It is uncertain as to how long
he will fill this position, however,
Father O'Neil is certain that while he is
Dean of Students, issues will be handled
fairly and with the student's best interest
always in mind.
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Dr. Robert P. Stepsis

Academic VP seeks changes
By Chris Michailoff
News Editor
Dr. Robert P. Stepsis Has taken over
as Academic Vice President of Fairfield
University. He arrived on June 15, and
lived on campus during the summer. Dr.
Stepsis
succeeds
Fr.
Christopher
Mooney, S.J., Academic Vice President
since 1980, who resigned at the end of
the academic year.
In his new position, Dr. Stepsis
will have charge of the entire
University's academic resources, while
overseeing the deans of each school.
Dr. Stepsis was interested in
Fairfield University, and when he saw a
position open, he applied for it. One of
the reasons Stepsis was attracted to
Fairifeld was because he feels, "Fairfield
has an enormous potential." Fairfield's
potential lies in "its being placed in a
very favorable location," as well as the
school's ability to attract "bright students
and a strong faculty."
One of the first jobs Stepsis will
undertake is to review the core
curriculum. He is not overly concerned
with the size of the core, but he wants to
insure that, "the core is reflective to what

students' needs are to meet the challenges
of the 80's." He also will try to qualify
the core against the goals of a Jesuit
education. According to Stepsis, the
ideals of Jesuit education are compelling
since, "they place importance on the life
of the mind; not as an end but as a means
to public service."
Stepsis promisies, "not to be a laid
back administrator, but rather a man of
action." Part of this will be an overview
of the faculty, especially in the fine arts
department. He is very interested in
getting to know the students, and
contends that his door is open "to
students' individual problems."
Dr. Stepsis served as the Associate
Vice President for Academic Affairs at
Trinity University in Texas. He holds a
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, in English
from the University of Notre Dame, and
a Ph.D. from Harvard, in medieval
literature.
Fr. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., the
University President, commented that he
was pleased with the selection of Dr.
Stepsis, adding that he "has a wellarticulated philosophy of education
compatible with Fairfield, and has
considerable academic administration
experience, as well as an understanding of
Jesuit goals."

Class overloads, course conflicts contribute to registration problems
By Chris Michailoff
News Editor
This semester has been
marked with long lines of
students trying to get into
classes at the registrar's office.
The process of registration has
been designed to accomodate
the undergraduate school by
providing them with the
opportunity to choose five
classes and alternatives. Course
conflicts will arise when a class
reaches its maximum limit, and
students cannot register for a
particular class.
Freshmen are pre-registered
for their first semester courses
after acceptance into Fairfield.

All other students register in
November for the spring
semester, and in April for the
Fall semester.
Dr. Keith
Martin, Dean of the School of
Business, expressed puzzlement
on
the
problems
with
registration since, "the number
of courses is established based
upon the demand for a class
based upon past demand."
Therefore, if the supply of
classes was low in proportion
to the demand, more sections
would be added. "Offering more
sections presents a problem,"
according to Dr. Martin, "since
the classrooms are at %100
utilization rate, it would be hard
to add more sections."
Dr. Robert Stepsis, the

newly appointed Academic Vice
President, feels that there is a
problem with the registration
process, and he was "amazed at
the lines of students outside the
registar's office."
Stepsis
further commented, "I do not
want to see this happen in the
future."
Robert
Russo,
the
University Registrar, says that
the lines during "drop/add" week
have not been excessively long,
compared to the past. Russo
noted that where problems occur
is in the School of Business
since it has its own core
requirements. "Students feel
they have to get an Intro to
Marketing or Management class
in the fall of their junior year,

but they can take it in the
spring." Dr. Martin said, "The
system of registration is a well
thought system."
He also
contends that every effort is
made to accomodate the
students, to ensure they have
the proper classes to graduate."
"There are more problems
with schedules in the fall then
the spring," according to Russo.
A reason for this rests with
students who take summer
classes, and teachers who leave,
or switch their class schedules.
Dr. Stepsis said, " It is my
responsibility to make sure that
the changes are minimized."
Dr. Martin responds, "it's
frustrating on our part when
students don't follow through in

the classes they are scheduled
for."
Both Russo and Stepsis are
looking into the problem of
registration.
Stepsis has
proposed a new system for
"drop/add" week, which will be
more responsive to the students'
problems. The registrar's office
would first handle all students
who are unable to get classes
due to problems outside their
control. The next day student's
who couldn't get classes because
they were abroad would go to
the registrar.
Then the
registrar's office would be open
to regular "drop/add" problems.
Stepsis feels this method
prevents different groups from
competing against one another.
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'Noisebusters' program returns
By Melissa Campanelli
Editor-in-Chief
The Fairfield University Student
Association held a Beach Residents
Dinner on Wednesday, September 9 in
the Oak Room, for beach residents and
town residents, as well. Topics discussed
by selected speakers Chris Ritchie,
FUSA President; Dean Schimpf, Vice
President for Student Activities; Mrs.
Jacky Durell, First Selectman from
Fairfield's
Town
Hall;
William
Mocklais, Chief of Fairfield Police; and
Mr. Vincent Simko, President of the
Fairfield Beach Road Association were
the rights of beach residents, along with
FUSA's "Noisebusters" program.
The "Noisebusters" program asks
that residents of Fairfield Beach Road
(members of the Fairfield Beach Road
Association) call the FUSA office if
there ever is a complaint about students'
parties, (which there increasingly are),
instead of calling the Fairfield Police
Station.
Therefore,
a
student
representative in the office will call the
party and notify the group, warning them
to quiet down. If nobody answers, the
representative will actually go to the
house where the noise is coming from.
If the students don't respond to their
warning, the police will have to come
and break it up.
The "Noisebusters" program was
originally started four years ago during,
Fran Keneally's administration, however,
due to lack of publicity and response,
was terminated.
Nevertheless, Chris
Ritchie felt it should be started up again.
"We are enthusiastic about the program,
" he stated. "Everyone is being very
responsive. " According to Ritchie, last
week the program received five phone
calls from the FBRA, which"' is more
phone calls than the program has ever
received. . The success is due partly
because of the 300 flyers that were passed

around to Fairfield Beach Residents,
explaining their rights and the services
FUSA offers to them.
At the dinner, Dean Schimpf relayed
some suggestions to beach residents
about dealing with permenant residents of
Fairfield Beach Road.
Firstly, he
recommended introducing yourself and
getting to know your neighbors, thus
forming a relationship with them.
Secondly, he reminded students to be
considerate when having parties and to
try and limit the size of the them. In
conclusion,
he
commended
the
"Noisebusters" program, and thoroughly
advocated it to everyone at the dinner.
The Student Services Department
also handed out a listing of important
things to do when entering a new
housing situation. Included were a list of
Landlord's Maintenence Responsibilities,
a description of polices from the United
Illumination Company and the Southern
Connecticut Gas Compnay,
and
tenant/landlord rights.
Mrs. Durell spoke next, and
suggested that students treat neighbors
like friends, and also, stressed the
importance of being respectful towards
them.
Finally, Mr. Mocklais, Chief of
Police, gave some important advice. He
explained that a $57 fine will be levied to
the students,' whose houses must be
broken; up by. the police after them second
Warning.
Ah5°< he suggested
that
students be careful and keep their
valuables in a safe place since recently
there have been incidents of pocketbook
and bicycle theft. Mocklais also praised
the "Noisebusters" program.
To keep the 'Noisebusters" program
going, volunteers arefieeded to spend a
few evenings in the FUSA office to wait
._'for incoming" calls from Fairfield
residents. Please contact FUSA, Box P
for more details.

Notice: The 1987-88 Student Directory is now being compiled. If you would
like your home phone number, home address, or any other category of
information WITHELD from print, please pick up a privacy card at the Campus
Center Information Booth or the FUSA office and return it to Box P by Sunday,
September 27. If we do not receive a card by this date we will assume we have
your consent for publication. Thank you.
This request is in accordance with the Family Education and Privacy Act.

C«eil*

BOOS

CHEERS
Cheers...to FUSA Arts & Lectures for
bringing us a big name and hopefully a
first-rate lecture by William Buckley...to
opening week parties when stress is low
and spirits high...at the Girl's Duplex,
the Upper Deck, the Serf House, the latenight keg at the Halfway House...to
impromptu Broken Bottles concerts at
the townhouses...to fifth housemates of
the
opposite
sex...some
call
it
cohabitation, others call it fun...

Boos...to maintenance problems at the
new townhouses...are stable doors, dry
carpets and working telephones too much
to ask?...to the blocking of the Campus
Center back door...the few extra steps
might kill us...to overzealous professors
and overzealous students...its too early
for nervous breakdowns...to the parking
situation on campus and on the
beach...too bad we don't have wings,
then we could fly to school...to townies
and the fight that broke out this
weekend...go bother the mayor....

Begin Your Career With

3RD
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
The Nation's Leading
\Electronic Shopping And Travel Service!
Comp-U -Card International, Inc. invites students who are interested in working Part Time
or Full Time to attend our informal interviewing meeting on:

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23,1987
11AM-2PM
Campus Center Lobby
We offer competitive salaries, flexible hours and the opportunity to make money while
gaining valuable business experience!
if you are unable to attend, please send a resume or call for an appointment.

(203) 365-2093

*+

comp u card
WII KNAVIOMAl INC

40 Oakview Drive
Trumbull, CT 06611
An Equal Opportunity Employer

PART TIME AT
PATHMARK
SUPERMARKETS
Pathmark Supermarkets currently has part time jobs on
our morning, afternoon & evening shifts for:

CASHIERS and STOCK CLERKS

Animal Characters • Clowns • Magicians
Jugglers • Belly Dancers • Male Strippers

These part time jobs offer:
• automatic wage increases
• company paid benefits package
• internal training program
• flexible schedules around your studies and
school needs
• SPECIAL TEXTBOOK REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM
(up to $75 max for an accredited course's
textbooks for your current semester. To be eligible,
you must complete 90 days of service by:
December 31, for Fall Semester reimbursement,
and Feb. 15 for Spring Semester reimbursement)

Open 7 days—Visit our exciting card & gift shop

APPLY now at a Pathmark near you!

Streamers • Confetti • Balloon Bouquets
Party Supplies • Holiday Decorations

1844 Post Rd. Fairfield, CT
Fairfield

Easy Access from I-95 exit 21
Norwalk
New Haven

255-9896

852-1876

787-1876

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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VOTE!
Oak Room antics coming
(PR) - Now on its sixteenth annual
cross-country tour, the all new edition of
The Royal Lichtenstein Circus boasts a
sparkling array of rollicking clowns,
precariously perched equilibrists, lovable
trained animals, and elegant pantomime,
and will be performing in the Campus
Center Oak Room Patio, Monday,
September 21 at 5pm. Admission is
free, and the show is sponsored by the
Campus Center. Accompanied by vintage
circus arrangements on its fifty-pipe band
organ, the lightning-paced repetoire of
the World's Smallest Circus features the
balancing acrobatics of Seattle's Joe
Reichlin; an ariel bar routine by Kevin
Curdt of St. Louis; foot-juggling by
Iowa City's Douglas Rodman; and the

wacky antics of the Ringling Clown
College Alumna, Leslie Hill, and
England's venerable silent comic, Jules
Vyner.
The trained menagerie of
domestic and exotic animals, including
Dan Rice, an American miniature
stallion, is presented by ringmasterfounder, Nick Weber.
The program also includes two
narrated-mime fables: "Ploughsharing,"
in which confused birthdfay gifts allow
international monarchs to collaborate
toward a global benefit; and "Kari," an
exquisite little bird's discovery of new
beauty through generosity. Scenery is
by John Baker of Sebastapol, California,
and Don Fehrenbach of San Francisco;
wardrobe and production supervision by
Kincannon Asscoiates of Santa Barbara.

Memos from the Ministry
(PR) — The Campus Ministry Office plans to hold an evening entitled "Fairfield
University Campaign Against Hunger." The evening will take place on 21 September
1987 at 7:30 pm in Loyola Chapel. The evening will include a filmstrip to increase
hunger awareness among the Fairfield University Community. Guest speakers will
invite participants to sign up for openings at local soup kitchens. Good Shepherd
House in Norwalk requires volunteers. Merton House, in the process of changing
sites, will need new volunteers. The Community Suppers Program in Bridgeport
offers Fairfield volunteers opportunity for evening involvement. Representatives from
the Urban Retreat House will encourage interested persons to assist their evening food
program.
Representatives will also alert the community to World Food Day on 16
October 1987, as well as the Oxfam Fast on 19 November 1987. Attempts will be
made to mobilize volunteers for these two activities. Dennis Heffern '88, who spent
last semester as an intern at Bread for the World in Washington D.C., will inform
the University community on how they can influence the hunger issue at a legislative
level.
The evening will permit the Fairfield community to acquaint themselves with
"hands on" service opportunities in the area. Everyone interested can stop by Loyola
chapel and sign up on the evening of 21 September. For further information, people
can contact Beth Palmer, assistant chaplain, in the Campus Ministry Office.
.

FUSA
Elections
Elections for Legislature
Representatives
and the

Constituion Referendum
Over 700 students attended Activities Fair 1987.

photo by Andrea Whitehouse

will be held

Tuesday, September 22
The Mirror
needs

TYPESETTERS,
WRITERS
and a
PRODUCTION
TEAM
Drop a note in

BOXAA

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988
The Air Force has a special program for 1987 BSNs. If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify, you must have an
overall *B' average. After commissioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer. For more information, call
1-800-423-USAF

10AM-7PMinCCLobby
(for TH, OCB, Commuters)
4 PM-8 PM in Dorm Lobbies
(for Residence Halls)
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Three snapshots of Italy enough
By Terry Sullivan
Staff Writer
(Before I begin f would like to thank
Dr. and Mrs. Eliasoph for making my
trip so enjoyable. I am sure I can speak
for our group when 1 say this: You were
fantastic! Thank you.)
I remember the day very well:
bright, sunny, cloudless, and calm.
Driving across the border from New York
into Connecticut, I felt my heart begin to
beat faster. Something was going to
happen and happen soon.
It did.
I was driving up from Long Island
to Fairfield because Dr. and Mrs.
Eliasoph were giving a small group of
people (which included me) an
introduction into another world. They
were "orientating" us into the "Old
World." They were preparing us for Italy.
After some nervous chatter and
awkward glances, Dr. Eliasoph began. He
told us about everything from the
amount of luggage to bring to the type
of drivers to expect in Italy. He described
in detail -the places we were going to
visit in Italy. At this point, the entire
group started to salivate.
As the orientation neared its end, Dr.
Eliasoph showed us some slides and a
video. These images of monuments, art
works, castles, and churches bounced off
the movie screen, through our gazing
eyes, and into our imaginations, sparking
a thousand different fantasies of a far
away place called Italy.
Then, Dr. Eliasoph stopped, turned
on the room lights, and said, "I hope you
will all find your own personal, private,
favorite piece of art."

I returned to Long Island and two
weeks later found myself in Italy.
I won't go into a day by day
progression of the trip. It would be much
too long. Instead, I'd like to share with
you three glimpses—snapshots, if you
like—of my time in Italy.
First snapshot: A dark-skinned,
smiling, black-haired, good- looking
Italian waiter named Francesco.
Every weekday in the city of
Florence our entire tour group ate at a
restaurant named Gino Pinnello's.
Francesco waited on us there. As the days
and weeks swiftly flew by, our group
became very attached to him. On several
occasions, he even accompanied us to
some of the local night clubs. I
remember one night distinctly.
A group of us, including Francesco,
arrived early at a bar named Central Park.
We decided to go to a pizza stand. Since I
really wasn't hungry and didn't have too
much money left, I sat outside to wait
for the others. They returned with beer,
and soda. Unexpectantly, my roommate
Glen plopped a beer in front of me,
laughed, and said Francesco had bought
it.
I looked down at the cold beer,
looked over at Francesco who was
smiling and toasting me, and opened the
beer to return the toast.
Second snapshot: A black-haired,
medium-sized, talkative and friendly
woman named Nora.
Nora worked in a leather shop. The
first day Glen and I met her was the same
day she invited us over for dinner. Now
that never happens to me in New York!
What's more is that she invited us over
several more times during our stay in

Florence. Let me describe the last one.
Glen had just made his "special"
pizza and we were all sitting around a
long table eating and drinking. I
remember looking around the table at
everyone: there was Nora and her sisters
who were Italian, Glen and I who were
from Rhode Island and New York, a
Californian, a Frenchman, a German, a
Swiss girl, and a woman from South
America. All in all, there was a total of
five languages spoken: French, German,
Italian, Spanish, and English. I was the
only one out of the whole group who did
not speak more than one language. One
girl spoke four languages! Yet there
seemed no gap in communication.
And as I watched this mini U.N.
conference eat, drink, laugh, and talk
about everything, I turned to the wall
behind me and found a map of Europe.
Then, I chuckled silently.
Third snapshot: A middle-aged
restaurant owner named Gino with
slightly pinkish skin, light brown hair, a
conservative, striped, collared shirt and an
apron that hangs from his waist.
It was our last night in Florence.
Gino and his employees had served us as
if we were kings from the outset of our
trip. They had refused tips, and, on
occasion, given us free dinners. And this
was an expensive restaurant!
But this was our last night, and this
was the night to show our appreciation
of Gino and his waiters.
Glen stood up and asked for silence.
Then, he spoke in the Italian that he had
learned. In short, he thanked Gino and his
waiters for their service, food, and
especially their friendship and presented
Gino and Francesco (Snapshot #1) with a

beautiful sweater each.
For a moment, Gino stood
speechless in front of us. Then, he started
to thank us, requesting that if we ever
returned to Florence with our families
that we would always be welcome there.
Then with tears in his eyes, he told us
that the young in our group are the future
and he hoped we could make the world a
better and safer world. And though I've
heard statements from presidents and
politicians, I've never heard one more
sincere than the one from that restaurant
owner.
And as my friends talked, embraced,
laughed, drank, and maybe shed a tear, I
looked at Gino, thought of what he had
said, looked at the room, and said to
myself, "My God! This is beautiful!"
In Florence, Sienna, Rome and
Venice, I saw works by Lippi and
Leonardo, Masolino and Michaelangelo,
Gherberti and Ghirlandaio of such beauty
that I would stand in front of them with
See 'Italy,' p. 5

APT. DRAFTING&DESIGN STUDENTS,

life have theTools fervour
Success.
Bring your Back to
School lists to Fairfield's
Koenig Art Emporium
where you'll find
everything you

need from brushes,
pads, paints, &
T-squares to tables,
lamps & chairs.

Student Discount
Koenig Art Emporium
1330 Boston Post Rd.-Fairfield
255-3655
Bring in this ad and
receive a free Letraset
catalog with minimum
$10.00 purchase.

Open Thursday & Friday
until 9 pm during September.

HMPOMUM

Artist Supplies • Custom Framing

Currently seeking part- and full-time employees.
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Reverse growth stunts weekend of terror
By Joe DeVito
Features Editor
Warning:
This article contains
descriptions of scenes of intense horror
and weirdness. Do not read it unattended.
Also, do not read it while drinking a
glass of milk, because if you scream, the
milk will probably come out of your
nose.
Deep inside all of us is our own idea
of what true horror is like. We all have
our gnawing anxieties and phobias. The
fear of heights. The fear of snakes. The
fear of being alone in a dark room. The
fear of being alone in a dark room with
Erik Estrada.
What makes all of these nightmares
so terrifying is the unshakable belief that
they may someday become real. What
you are about to read is true, and before
you begin to scoff, just think: it can
happen to you.
Part I: The Incredible Shrinking Man
When I arrived back at Fairfield on
Saturday, September 10, I stood exactly
five feet six inches tall. Not exactly
Guiness Book, but still, I had become
the tallest DeVito in recorded history.
On the night of September the 10th,
1987, I looked into the mirror over my
dresser and saw my face, shoulders, and
most of my chest. Thinking that all was
well and that I might someday have a
career in the NBA, I retired to bed.
Soon after came the nightmare. I
dreamt that the huge poster of a girl's
buttocks that hangs on the wall near my

bed had come to life. There she was,
standing nearly ten feet tall and clad only
in a pair of white lace stockings and a cutoff T-shirt, towering over me with an
evil snarl on her full, round lips.
I decided that if this was what my
nightmares were going to look like, this
would be a good year to catch up on
sleep.
The next morning I woke up
shivering in a pool of cold sweat. This
surprised me, because I had gone to sleep
lying in a regular bed. I made a mental
note to ask my roommate why I was
sitting in a Mister Turtle pool filled with
chilled perspiration.
As I toweled myself off, I felt a
strange feeling come over me. I felt
different. I felt unnatural.
I felt small.
I ran over to my mirror to make sure
that everything looked okay. I was
somewhat relieved to see that I was still
frighteningly handsome and that there
was nothing wrong with my eyes, nose,
or chin. I say somewhat relieved because
my eyes, nose, and chin were all that I
could see of myself without standing on
my nightstand or jumping up and down
on a phone book.
This can't be happening, I thought.
I tore at my hair in anguish, and then in
frustration once I remembered that I have
a crew cut. My family would be so
disappointed. They had" hoped that after
college I would be wealthy, married, and
at least five foot nine.
As the day progressed, things only
got worse. When shaving, I had to
straddle the sink to see what I was doing

THE FAIRFIELD TRADING POST
WELCOMES YOU BACK!
WE CARRY THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
'®
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in the mirror.
Clothes that had
previously fit now needed hemming.
The desk in my room came up to my
armpits, and I had to stand on my chair
to see what I had typed.
I almost disappered forever into the
ice cream case. I was leaning over the
edge looking for an ice cream sandwhich
when an obviously famished young lady
shoved me out of the way and upset my
balance.
I managed to escape by
climbing up a pile of "ice cream
novelties."
Part U: The Night The Lights Went Out
Saturday night came, and I was ready
to go out to the boxer shorts party and
have a good time. I was exhausted,
having spent the day putting up posters
in my room. I had been using my bed as
a trampoline so I could swat the picture
at the edges where the tape was.
Unfortunately, this method tears down as
many posters as it sticks up, so I soon
said the heck with it and started to
prepare for the evenings festivities.
■

■..

As I climbed down the headboard of
my bed to the floor, I wondered if going
out would be such a good idea. After all,

I was standing only three and a half feet
tall at this point. I figured it might be a
little embarrassing if I was the only guy
at the party who had to cuff his shorts to
keep from stepping on them.
The party was going well until
catastrophe struck. I was lucky enough
to have friends who would dangle me
over the grain punch so I wouldn't drown
myself. I was dancing on top of the loft
when the power went. Seeing as how I
was only a third of my original height by
now,
I concluded that staying in
Gonzaga 313 surrounded by drunks in
their underpants could be a potentially
dangerous situation. I slid down the
dresser and made a break for it.
I groped my way across the darkened
room, going from kneecap to kneecap
until I reached the door. I leaped for the
doorknob, but in the darkness ended up
holding onto the waistband of a
patygoer's boxers.
I begged for this
person to open the door for me before I
got crushed.
A female voice came
purring out of the dark and asked why I
couldn't do it myself. I told her I
couldn't because I was only eighteen
inches.
She asked for my phone number.

Snapshots of Italy

From p. 4

my mouth wide open and eyes fixed in a
more wine into my glass and teaching
me "dirty" words in Italian, or Gino on
stare for hours. But while I looked at
the verge of tears, what really touched me
them I asked myself what or who
inspired them to create such beauty? ' about the Italians was their generosity,
their friendliness, and their sincerity. I
Money? Power? I don't know. But I am
doubt an artist would have any problem
sure of this, each of these artists in some
finding inspiration in a place like Italy or
way had to be affected by the Italian
with people like the Italians. Especially
people themselves. And in looking at
with people like the Italians.
these beautiful people, it doesn't seem
the people have lost their beauty and
Francesco, Nora, and Gino. They
are, as Dr. Eliasoph had put it, my "own
charm since the day that Giotto first
personal, private, favorite pieces of art
picked up a brush.
work."
Whether it was Francesco toasting
me from across a table, or .Nora pouring
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Editorial Page
More teachers needed
Every semester, more and more lines develop outside Canisius 201, the
office of the University Registrar, and every semester, students stand amidst
each other weary-eyed and frustrated. Every semester the same thing goes
on, and every semester no improvement seems to be made.
Complaints are voiced to the "higher ups" each semester as well, but the
responses are always the same. This year, for instance, the concept of 'the
number of courses is based upon the demand for a class based on past
demands," has been brought up by members of the School of Business. In
other words, the approximately 920 students (which is an average number of
students enrolled each year) who have been enrolled in the business school
this year were placed in classes based on last year's statsistics. Last year,
however, there was an overload in classes as well, so why hasn't an
improvement been made? Maybe the lines "haven't been excessively long"
during drop/add week this year, "as compared to the past," but still, they have
been long and thus, a problem still exists.
One of the things this university prides itself on is its student/teacher
ratio. Small classes should dominate, with a close relationship between
teacher and student prevailing. However, in the School of Business, where
students are required to take business core, regular core curriculum, and
certain classes for their major upon graduation, its often difficult to
accomodate this feeling. " Classrooms at 100% utilization rate," could be the
problem with adding sections, but wouldn't a few more teachers really solve this
problem? There must be one room per each hour-or-so section that is not being
used, and this one room may solve the problem. Cutting the classes in half
would provide the type of atmosphere that Fairfield is known for.
Perhaps the changes the Registrar's office and the Academic Vice
President have proposed (such as a new system for add/drop week) will
improve the situation, but we will only know until we try it. The important thing is
that changes must be made, and experiments must be performed, because we
can't stand on those long, cattle lines much longer.
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World News Summary
By Hadaelena Messia
Comentary Editor
Compiled from the New York Times
Pope John Paul II visits the
U.S.
Pope John Paul II arrived this
past Thursday in Miami for a 10 day
visit. It is his second trip to this
country, the last one being in 1979.
Around 20 million people are expected to
see the Pope in parades, masses,
stadiums, and motorcades. This trip is
addressed to the Hispanic-Americans, and
among the cities to be visited by the Pope
are Miami, San Antonio, and Phoenix,
all big centers of Latin American
Catholics. Although most American
Catholics disagree wtih the Pope's stand
on birth control, priesdy celibace, divorce
and the ordination of women, the Pope
is still regarded as a good representative
of the Church. Commerce has already
taken advantage of his visit by making
masks, boots, t-shirts, etc. with the Pope's
face and Papal emblem on them.
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emblem on them.
Shevardnaze arrives at the
Whitehouse
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A.
Shevardnez arrived at the Whitehouse .on
Sunday. The topics of conversation
during his stay will range from arms
control to cultural exchanges. These
future conversations and past experiences
lead the American public to believe that
we are going through a period of
"detente", or a relaxation from tensions,
in our diplomatic relations. Both
superpowers have "cooperated
diplomatically" on issues where their
interests overlap, and both are searching
for a reduction in long-range startegic
nuclear arms. Also, before the period of
detente, American students were only
permitted to study in Russia if they were
studying the language and culture. Now,
however, students have the ability to
study other subjects in the USSR, and
vice versa. In fact, student exchanges in
both countries are highly encouraged.
While some cricize this RussianAmerican openness as "manipulative",

Letter Policy

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced..
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, Inaccurate factual
materiel, end all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.
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hope and optimism dominate most of
the talks on the subject.
Aquino's Cabinet Resigns
President Corazon Aquino's cabinet
resigned this week. She appealed to the
people that helped put her in power to
support her endangered government.
There seems to be an agreement between
the coup rebels and the military in the
overthrow of Aquino's government. The
opposition accuses Aquino's government
of "corruption, indecisiveness, and
softness in combating the communist
insurgency ."
In closing, Corazon Aquino is
facing an instable country with high
possibilities of new coup attempts.
More Aid for Nicaraguan Rebels
Secretary of State George P. Shultz
proposed last week to give $270 million
in aid to the Nicaraguan rebels for the
next 18 months. Shultz appealed to the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee to
support him because according to him,
the Sandinista Government in Nicaragua
would not agree to the peace-process
accord signed last month by five central
Americans countries, including
Nicaragua. This accord is to take effect
on November 7. It asks for peace fire,
amnesties, and a restoration for
democratic rights. Shultz's proposal,
according to those who oppose it, would
support the overthrow of a government
with which the U.S. still carries
diplomatic relations, and would
"undercut the peace process."

Chad Accusses Libya of
Breaking Peace Proposal
The Chadisian Embassy in France
has accused Libya of breaking the peace
proposal formulated by the Organization
of African Unity.
Libya started attacking Chad several
years ago in hopes of conquering disputed
land, while Chad has defeated Libya
several times in battle which resulted in
great offenses to Libya's leader Mohaman
el-Quaddafi. Last weekend, Chad raided
an air base, killing more than one
thousand Libyans. Libya sent war planes
over to Chad's capital, Neljamence, but
were shot down by French forces.
Perez de Guellar Visits the
Middle East
United Nations Secretary General
Javier Perez de Guellar is visiting the
Middle East in hopes to settle the
dsiputes and end the seven year Iran-Iraq
War. He met with Iran's leader last
Friday, September 11, and with Iraq's
leader on Sunday, September 14. Iraq
asked the U.N. to punish Iran for having
violated the security council call for a
cease fire and a prisoners exchange. Iran
is refusing to cease fire until Iraq is
labled the agressor. Iran denies this
change.
Iraq accuses Iran of beginning an
offensive raid 20 miles east of Baghdad,
and Iran accuses Iraq of shelling Iranian
cities. Both countries are acting
unwillingly toward each other, and each
refuses to act until the other one has
made the first move. Perez de Guellar
will stay, in the Middle East for a few
more days, and hopefully a solution will
be achieved.
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Commentary
A Case for Readable Diplomas
Latin diplomas
are senseless
John Courtmanche
CHAPTER 1
Ironically, 687 Fairfield University
students were rendered illiterate upon
Graduation last May. The epidemic of
illiteracy spontaneosly struck each
student as he received his diploma. One
particularly hard-hit student was Patrick
O'Stag.
"My boy got his diploma. What's it
say?" raves Pat's mom.
"I can't read it, Mom," says Pat.
"We spent $60,000 for your
education and you can't read your
diploma? Don't be a fool. Let me see."
Mrs. O'Stag studies the diploma.
"This looks like a large
typographical error," says Mrs. O'Stag.
Frustrated, she struts mid-ceremony the
Bellarmine steps and confronts President
Kelley.
"There must be a mistake," says
Mrs. O'Stag. "This diploma is
unreadable."
"I can read it," says Fr. Kelley, "It's
Latin."
"My son can't read Latin," says Mrs.
O'Stag. "I can't read Latin. Ninetynine percent of the students and relatives
on this lawn can't read Latin. I want the
English version."
President Kelley explains there is no
English version.
"I'm taking the school to court."
CHAPTER 2
Numerous professors and
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administrators take the witness stand.
The prosecution asks one question, "Can
you read this diploma?"
The expected chorus: "No."
President Kelley's secretary takes the
stand. She's responsible for ordering the
required number of diplomas. "Even I
don't know what they say," she says to
an astonished jury.
Next, the printer is called to testify.
Under oath he admits that he just prints
the diplomas, he doesn't know what they
say. The judge says that it's the printer's
responsibility to understand any
documents he prints. The printer's
family cries as the printer tells of the
attempt by the Fairfield University
Administration to bribe him, to make
him lie under oath. "Here," the printer
says, "They gave me this rare English
interpretation and told me to memorize
it."
To everyone's surprise, the
prosecution calls Pope John Paul II to
the witness stand. "Vatican Council II
abolished Latin masses in 1967,"
testifies the Pope. The prosecution rests
its case.

PRAESES ET CURATORES
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COMMENDATIONE PROFESSORUM
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interviewer.
"My diploma."
"Can you read it?"
"No," says Pat, "but I trust my
school."
\
"You naive 1980's conservative
fool," screams the interviewer. "The
Sixties taught us to trust nobody." He
throws Pat out of the office.
"What's this?" the fourth interviewer
says.
"My diploma."
"I see. In Latin, huh? That's
impressive. I can read Latin, y'know."
"Oh you can? Good," says Pat.
"So you won't throw me out?"
"I can read it all right," the
interviewer says. "It's certainly no
college diploma. It says, 'Buy one
Happy Meal, get one free.' This is a
McDonald's gift certificate."
Pat is arrested on fraudulent diploma

CHAPTER 3
While the jury deliberates, Patrick
O'Stag searches for jobs.
"What's this?" his first interviewer
says.
"My diploma."
"I don't know that it is," says the
interviewer, and he throws Pat out of the
office.
"What's this? " says his second
interviewer.
"My diploma."
"How do you know—can you read
it?"
"No," says Pat.
"You think I'd hire someone who
can't read his own college diploma?"
"What's this?" asks Pat's third
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charges. He is placed in jail beneath the
courthouse.
CHAPTER 4
At the courthouse the next day, the
jury indicts the Fairfield University
Administration on two counts: One,
issuing illegible diplomas, and two, not
offering the study of Latin. Pat O'Stag
is released-he passes President Kelley on
the stairs.
"A $60,000 Happy Meal?"
"We got away with it to this point,"
says President Kelley.
Pat watches sadly as his fallen hero
is placed in jail. Pat's mom waits in the
lobby.
"We might as well get what we paid
for," says Pat to his mom, and they head
out for lunch.
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Arts & Entertainment
Current spy adventures hit and miss
No Way Out stands out
By Michael F. Lohle

By Michael F. Lohle
Staff Wrtier

Staff Writer

*** stars (out of four).
Sometimes a movie is so good that
your mind tells you it's a perfect, fourstar film, but something deep inside tells
you its not as good as that. Maybe there
was something lacking: the actors
miscast, the editing choppy, the middle,
beginning, or end is weaker than all the
rest; the possibilities are endless. On the
rarest of occasions, the film is
technically exquisite, the actors perfectly
cast, the situations fitting, basically
everything works well, and yet there is
something wrong. Such is the case with
No Way Out.
The cast is a fine one. Kevin
Costner, who made a gigantic splash
starring in Brian DePalma's opus The
Untouchables, stars Commander Tom
Farrell, a young naval hero enlisted by
the Secretary of Defense to "keep tabs"
on the CIA and a rival senator over a pet
submarine project. Gene Hackman is
Bryce, Secretary of Defense, a man with
many skeletons in his closet and
underhanded dealings to show for them.
Sean Young (formerly of such duds as
Blade Runner and Dune) is beautiful as
the woman who is Bryce's mistress and
who is loved by Farrel. Will Patton is
Scott Prichard, Bryce's close confidant
and protector, who will go to inhuman
extremes to protect Bryce's position and
integrity. Iman, the internationally
successful model, has an appearance as
Young's best friend.
Everyone here
provides great performances, but it is
Patton's Scott who stands out.
He
portrays Scott's obsession and its
evolution into madness with dexterity.
The plot, a reworking of a 1940's
film The Big Clock, is suspenseful,
gripping, and has all of the qualities of
the best thrillers. Its examination of our
governmental machine is simultaneously

Fourth Protocol second rate

sickening and fascinating. The audience
emerges with the feeling that government
is really a grotesque game played by
childish magalomaniacs. There are also
enough twists, turns, and surprises to
keep the most inattentive viewer
enthralled, On top of all this*:the >plot
sets a frenzied pace which throttles along
with the force of a runaway train.
As always, I feel if a film is worth six
dollars, it's worth a recommendation.
This film is worth every penny, thus it
gains this recommendation. For some
inexplicable reason, though, I was left
breathless with the circuitous storyline
and left speechless by the film's ending.
To me, the filmmakers took a gamble
and lost with this, resulting in overkill
due to too many plot turns. The only
other film that made me feel this way
recently was The Color of Money, whose
ending, while having nothing in
common with this one except a similar
gamble, nagged at me for days and let me
down. No way Out, to this reviewer, is
not a well defined neat package. I still
recommend it because it is excellent on
all other counts.

* star (out of four).
What exactly is the "fourth
protocol?" The new film based on the
Frederick Forsyth novel of the same
name does not really take pains to
explain. It doesn't matter. Audiences will
have enough problems staying awake
long enough to even pose that question.
No one can deny that Michael Caine
is a good actor (although after Jaws TV:
The Revenge , who can say?), but as a
producer that's another story. Caine
produced this film with Forsyth, who in
turn obviously cannot write screenplays
adapted from his novels as well as he can
write the novels themselves. They call
them thrillers for a reason: audiences are
supposed to be thrilled when they see
them. This film has a lot more in
common with sleeping pills than
excitement.
Caine, as a British Secret Service
agent, and Pierce Brosnan, as a KGB
agent assigned to detonate an atomic
bomb on English soil, have gotten
themselves involved in a sorry excuse for
a movie. Caine, academy award winner
for best supporting actor in Hannah and
Her Sisters and currently costar of The
Whistle Blower, will go on. It'll be
tough after this film and Jaws TV, but he
has a lot of clout. Brosnan, on the other

hand, has made a mistake. Cast against
type as the sullen KGB agent, he is
handed a weak character and cannot do
much with it. Unfortunately for him, he
lost the role of James Bond in The
Living Daylights
to Timothy Dalton
due to a contractual obligation with his
cancelled television series: Remington
Steele. He deserves a meaty, enjoyable
role like Bond and it would surely exhibit
his talents better. After Nomads, his
first film, and Protocol, Brosnan will
have to be more cautious in the roles he
chooses. Missing out on the role of
James Bond was a tough break for him.
This film has everything thrillers
should not have. The pacing, is extremely
slow. The characters are badly drawn and
the plot's climax is aniclimactic. The
ending is unintelligible. On the whole,
the film is monotonous. If one wants
intrigue, one would be better off seeing
The Living Daylights or No Way Out
instead. The only merit of The Fourth
Protocol lies in the appeal of its two
leading men. Posters of them would be
as appealing, given their weak characters.
Audiences should wait to see the film's
stars in other roles and films.
The Fourth Protocol is not worth a
$6.00 admission price. It is not even
worth 99 cents. In fact, don't even rent it
when it comes out in videotape. Wait for
cable; you'll turn it off in a matter of
minutes,
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Instrumentalist Joe Jackson's experimental ill Will
Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Holy hypocrite Batman.
When
asked about the likes of George Winston
and other acoustic piano virtuosos, Joe
Jackson slashed them by calling a work
like December wallpaper music, in that
you tune it out as quickly as you tune in.
Everybody has a right to an opinion.
Yet Jackson himself has produced the
same kind of sophisticated muzak he
originally discarded. Will Power is a

most experimental instrumental LP from
a man who made the rounds with such
diversities as Beat Crazy and Jumpiri
Jive. Hey, no one can accuse J. Jax of
not taking chances. Still, his pop record
catalogue is nothing to be ashamed of, so
why abandon it?
It indeed takes plenty of will power
to listen to Will Power. In "No
Pasaran", you consistently anticipate a
climax that never surfaces. "Solitude"
follows the same situation. There is no
denying the ability of all the classically-

trained players, but the direction seems a
bit lost. The title piece is more balanced
and its impact is far more dramatic. Nice
job.
"Nocturne" is Jackson's solo
composition which is certainly a thing of
beauty, yet nothing that hasn't been done
before by the Winstons of the world.
The record ends with a sixteen-minute
symphony which builds at the proper
moments. It's funny how people used to
pan a band like Emerson, Lake and
Palmer for doing something like this.
Yet when Jackson does such an
overblown endeavor, it is considered

expansive and imaginative.
If Joe Jackson wanted to showcase
his talent for being a truly versatile
musician, he succeeded. If he wanted to
come across as one of the most
pretentious people in the business, he
succeeded here as well. Thanks, but no
thanks Joe for such an admirable but
entertainmentless offshot. I'll take "Mad
At You" any day. And if you want to
reach for something of Will Power's
nature, I'll opt for the Windham Hill file
first.

Stakeout wel done
By Michael F. Lohle
Staff Writer
*** stars (out of four).
How many buddy cop movies have
been released in recent years? One's mind
thinks back to 1973 and Freebie and the
Bean with Alan Arkin and James Caan,
1983 and 48 Hours with Eddie Murphy
and Nick Nolte, 1985 and Running
Scared with Gregory Hines and Billy
Crystal, and 1986 and Lethal Weapon
with Mel Gibson and Danny Glover.
There are many, many more. Wouldn't
one think the audience has been jaded, the
well run dry, and the genre picked clean?
The answer to these questions is no,
no and no. At least not when the story
is engaging and intense, not when the
audience is given characters that are
interesting and can be cared about, and
not when the actors and actresses are
charming, competent and work with a
certain indefinable chemistry. All of
these qualities come together in
Stakeout. John Badham, veteran director
of Saturday Night Fever, Blue Thunder,
and War Games, has deftly molded these
qualities into a memorable film.
Stakeout wouldn't be so successful
without Richard Dreyfuss playing the
slovenly detective Chris. Dreyfuss, star
of such classics as Jaws and Close
Encounters of the Third Kind and winner
of the Best Actor Academy Award for
Neil Simon's The Goodbye Girl, has
shown he can do it all. Recently though,
he seemed to be losing his edge. His

roles in the grossly overrated Down and
Out in Beverly Hills and Tin Men just
didn't seem to carry the weight they used
to.
As Chris in Stakeout, Dreyfuss
regains his edge. He is effortlessly
hilarious and believable in the role.
Where he once whirled through a role
with insurmountable energy, forcing
everyone to take notice, Dreyfuss is now
more poised and charming. These days,
he is a decent romantic leading man, an
honor which once would have been
bestowed upon a costar, such as Roy
Scheider in Jaws. Most importantly, he
is funnier than ever.
Although the film is a tour de force
for Dreyfuss, Emilio Estevez, as his
partner, is effective and just as asaffable.
Estevez, who has wallowed through
horrible roles in St. Elmo's Fire, That
Was Then This Is Now, and Wisdom
(which he wrote and directed), makes the
most of his role as Dreyfuss's sidekick as
Dreyfuss falls in love with the woman
under surveillance. His reactions are
funny as are his attempts to hide his
friends indiscretion and preserve their
jobs.
As the psychotic fugitive who once
dated the object of the buddies' stakeout,
Aidan Quinn is adequately insane.
Quinn, star of Reckless and Desperately
Seeking Susan, does well cast againsttype as the villain.
Stakeout is thoroughly enjoyable
and well worth six dollars. Happily, the
buddy cop movie is alive and well.
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Wonderous Stories
By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor

.

Sequelmania is upon us once again with Poltergeist III....This one will star
Nancy Allen and Tom Skerritt...No Jobeth Williams this time...The second
installment was some kind of classic...Justine Bateman, Family^ Ties employee,
will make the switch to film in one called Sweet Little Rock and Roller....! hope
everybody who read Rolling Stone magazine and its "best" albums in the last
twenty years didn't take it too seriously....What a joke...U2 wants to release a live
disc for Christmas time consumption, but nothing's definite....More closer to
confirmation is a live Bon Jovi LP by the end of the year....Seems like the human
hairball is milking his situation....You can't blame him....It is also not official,
but it looks like Mick Jagger and David Bowie will be doing a film together called
Rocket Boys Mick behind the camera....Stop....Did you hear what kind of
lifestyle Julian Cope adheres to?....He is a firm Deliver in saying (publicly) "yes"
to drugs....Wonder if Ronny would ever invite him over for a steak
dinner Danny
(Oingo Boingb) Elfman's favorite movie is The
Godfather....Thought you'd like to know...Lisa Bonet trying to go out on her own
without the support of Cosby?...I don't like her chances...Bryan Ferry (ex-Roxy
Music) will have a new one out shortly Blue Oyster Cult (not the Cult) will
regroup for one more try....I don't know why they are bothering....Birthday wishes
(belated) go out to Houston native Cathy Crichton and two residents of the already
infamous Covenant House, Gene Tiernan and Jim Malonc.Is there anybody who
likes Michael Jackson except Bubbles?....For those who want to know: Pink
Floyd concert dates include Oct. 5-7 at MSG, and Oct. 10-12 at Brendan
Byrne Want to talk about gross? How about an Eight Is Enough Reunion
movie to be shown on NBC....What ever happened to Adam Rich anyway?...It'll
be nice to see a pre-twenty-five year-old has-been live on past "glory".:..There is
some heavy duty hyphen usage in the previous line....I'd like to thank Marco
Pavia and Lisa Boyne for their respective articles last week....Lastly, I'd like to
extend a sincere birthday wish to my housemate, roommate, and special friend,
Michael F. Lohle....People just don't get any better Tempus Fugit
1VJ

SENIORS,
Help us celebrate!
The Manor has rented the Community Theater FSO
(for Seniors only),
Wednesday, September 23.

MOVIE: Principal
A new national release starring James Belushi,
Louis Gossett, Jr. and Rae Dawn Chong
Note New Time: Movie will start at 10 p.m.
The cameras will be rolling...
The Manor Is celebrating its first annual video supplement,
a video yearbook to complement the traditional print edition.
So buy your tickets in the CC Lobby--$4 includes bus from CC.

Buses leave at 9:30 and 9:45.

Co-sponsored by FUSA's Senior Class Council.
Seniors, remember to sign up in the Campus Center for your
Senior Portrait-it's a one time offer.
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Sports
A

Stag Tracks
By Gareth Charter
Sports Editor

While many of us have celebrated our return to school by doing as little as
possible, several Stag teams have already begun rigorous practice and competition...
Men's soccer has had three contests already... Women's Field Hockey play their third
today (see calendar)... Men's baseball have their season opener at home tomorrow
against Mercy College... Senior Jose "can you see" Perez takes the hill for the
Stags...Alumni Field, which has been called one of the finest baseball fields in the
country, looks to be in its typically tip-top shape... The Male Tennisheads dropped
their opening match to Vassar... they travel to West Point Invitational this weekend...
The Golfheads take the wrappings of their clubs this weekend at the Yale
Invitational... Big (blue) things are expected from these men now that they are under
the leadership of senior captain Kevin "Christine Sixteen"... My heartfelt sympathy
goes out to all Met fans who are lamenting over the injuries to their pitching staff...
The Mets deserve good fortune about as much as George "What's Jack Morris' record"
Steinbrenner deserves a pennant... Kind of ironic that Rickey Henderson, the man who
boasted "This is our Met year", couldn't play ball with a little pain when his team
desperately needed him... Satan is about to enter into the lives of most guys (and
several girls), around this place... I am speaking, of course, about the very real
probability of a strike in the N.F.L. ... What in God's name will we do on Sundays
and Monday nights... Maybe the library will even open its doors at these times... A
new intramural sport is beginning this fall... Intramural Public Nakedness... At press
time it is only open to enormously popular men, but if response is good it may
expand... for more info contact senior Dennis Wagner at 1-800-Man-Boy-Love...
already looking forward to our first peek at the Freshman hoop recruits ... a couple of
^arly reports claim that they walk on water... We will patiently wait and see.

The Men's Soccer team dropped its first two games of the season
without scoring a goal. The team continues to strive towards its goal
of a winning season, (photo by Marian Langzettel)

Classifieds
Wanted- Aggressive, enthusiastic
students to join the '87-'88 Student
Travel Services Sales Team. Earn free
trips and cash, set your own hours, and
gain excellent sales experience while
marketing. Winter and Spring Break
vacations. For more information call 1800-648-4849.

ERASE YOUR
HUNGER WITH
DOMINO'S
PIZZA9

You're back hitting the
books again. So let us
remind you that there's no
better food for thought than
the custom-made taste of
Domino's Pizza.
We'll rub out your munchies
with hot, delicious pizza
delivered in 30 minutes or
less. Nobody can do better
than that!

Call us.
255-8823
1580 Post Road

Fairfield

So use the special discount
coupons below and get
back into the swing of
school with a call to
Domino's Pizza.

Hours may vary by store.

10-minute carry-out
service guaranteed, or
you get $3.00 off your
order.

Positions now available for
management and hourly
personnel.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
© 1987 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Lifeguards/Swimming Instructors
needed for daytime, afternoon, evening,
and weekend hours. Current certifications
required. Good pay, plus YMCA
membership. Contact Bob Knoebel.
Westport YMCA, 226-8981.
J. McLaughlin in Westport — ka
traditional sportswear shop for women
and men — seeks energetic part-time sales
help ~ flexible hours. Please call
mananger to set up appointment at 4540439.
Roommate wanted to share four
bedroom house off Fairfield Beach road.
Own bathroom, bedroom. Share kitchen,
living room, fireplace. Occupy October
1. $300 plus utilities. Call 381-6329
during business hours.
Wanted - Great stock boy. Will train
you part time. Three evenings plus
Saturday. Apply at Wines Unlimited
1222 Kings Highway cut-off - Fairfield.
Good starting pay.
If you can work 2 or 3 evenings a
week from 7:30pm until 9:30pm and one
weekend a month - you can earn $8.50
per hour and get an education you can't
get in a classroom while learning every
phase of the business world. Call 8529457 from 9am - 3:30pm — evenings
226-5889.

$1.00 off &
Free Coke*

Sunday, Monday
Special

Present this coupon to receive $1.00
off any pizza and two free servings
of Coke?

Save $4.00!
Present this coupon to receive a
large one-item pizza for only $5.00.
Offer good Sunday and Monday only.

Additional items are available. One
coupon per pizza. Not good with any
other offer. Offer good at location
listed.
Expires: 9/30/87

V
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Additional items are available. One
coupon per pizza. Not good with any
other offer. Offer good at location
listed.
Expires: 9/30/87

Fast, Free Delivery
Fast, Free Delivery

NOW OPEN!

LIFE GALLERY
1310 POST ROAD (Route 1), FAIRFIELD
Located Next To Fairfield Center U.S. Pott Office

253-1188
Visit The Area's Brand New .*
PET STORE
Featuring...
TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC BIRDS
ANIMALS
And A Gigantic Inventory
of PET SUPPLIES!
OPEN 7 DAYS
9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
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This Week in
Stag Sports

17 Thurs
Field Hockey vs. Yale
Barlow Field, 4:00pm

University,

20 Sun

21 Mon

Baseball vs. Pace University (2),
12:00pm
Golf - Yale Invitational
Soccer at St. John's University,
12:00
pm

Women's Tennis at University of
Bridgeport, 3:00pm
Men's Tennis vs. U.S. Coast Guard
Academy, Rec Plex Outdoor Courts,
3:30pm

18 Fri

Baseball vs. Mercy Colege, Alumni
Field, 3:30pm
Golf - Yale Invitational
Men's
Tennis
West
Point
Invitational
Volleyball -Central Connecticut

22 Tues
Field Hockey vs. Providence College,
3:30pm
Soocer vs. University of Hartford,
4:30pm

11

19 Sat
Baseball vs. Central Connecticut Statt
(2), 12:00pm
Cross-Country
Vassar
College
Invitational, (W) 1:00pm, (M) 1:30pm
Field Hockey at William Patersor
College, 12:00pm
Golf - Yale Invitational
Women's Tennis at University ol
Hartford, 12:00pm
Men' s Tennis - West Poin
Invitational
Volleyball
Central
Connecticu
Tournament, 9:00am

23 Wed
No games scheduled

Tailgating, Top 20, and Bowl bids...at Fairfield?
By Michael Whalen
Staff Writer
There is something missing from
the Fairfield University campus. It is
autumn, a time when a young man's
fancy turns to football. But there is no
football at Fairfield.
There is no
tailgating, pep-rallies, or victory parties.
No home team to root for. Instead of
going to game on Saturday, we sit in
front of the tube and watch some other
school play.
The difficulties of organizing and
maintaining a major college football
program are enormous, therefore it is
understandable that our school has no
team. Plenty of schools don't have a

football team, but imagine if you will-, a
campus, our campus, buzzing with
activity and excitement as the first home
game of the year appropaches.
Imagine...
With the 1987 Fairfield University
Football Season only a week away many
questions need to be answered. Will a
sputtering offense be able to regain its
once grand stature? Will a defense that
has only four returning starters be able to
cut down on the 315 total yards per game
of offense that it allowed? Will the
Stags be able to overcome one of the
nation's toughest schedules? Will new
head coach Ron Lobol be able to find
suitable answers to the above questions
in hopes of having the Stags first
successful career in 13 years?

Junior quaterback Robbie Makeum
has the ability to lead the Stags to glory
if he can only harness his talent. Last
year while splitting time with since
graduated Tim
Russell,
Makeum
completed 52 of 96 for 612 yards with
seven touchdowns and only four
interceptions.
On the receiving end, senior split
end John Hayes caught 17 passes for 3
T.D.'s last year. His incredible catch
aginst Boston College gave Fairfield a
stunning victory.
The defensive line will be anchored
by returning starters senior Chris Hudson
at guard end and the center position
senior co-captain William Hurt.
Defensively, Fairfield has many

holes to fill. The loss of Michael Smith
as inside line-backer will be sorely felt.
Taking his place will be junior Freddie
Leeber. His 6-3 230 pound frame may
help him dominate opposing players.
All America safety Bernie Maloney
returns after having a superb year last
year. Freshman nose quard Sherman
Truth has moved into a starting job after
a very impressive preseason.
On the special teams, kicker Louie
Marello returns after ankle surgery.
Punter Chris Haggerty has locked up a
starting job. This year's schedule is a
killer but a winning record could mean a
bowl bid. Coach Ron Lobol and the
Stag players have many questions, only
time and a little luck can provide the
correct answers.

never stop

We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard calculator, on the other
hand, can save you
time and again.
HP calculators not
only have better functions. They function
better. Without sticking keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the
cream of the calculators at a non-fat price.
We're cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more builtin functions than anyone else's financial
calculator.
And we're giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific
calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plugin, menu-driven ROM
was designed specially for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calculators with the rest. By
midterm, you'll see
what a deal this is.
FREE $49 HP-41
ADVANTAGE MODULE
with purchase of HP-41. Purchase must be made between
August 15.1987, and October 31.
1987. See your local HP dealer
for details and official redemption form. Rebate or free Module will be sent in 6-8 weeks.

OR$10OFFANHP-12C.

19

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Draft #8 revised 8/25/87
Preamble
We, the undergraduate
students of Fairfield University,
to establish social, educational
and cultural programming, and
to present student concerns on
academic, judicial, religious,
and community issues, hereby
organize the Fairfield University
Student Association (FUSA).
Article One-Declaration of
Rights
Section 1.01 Expression
Fairfield University students
shall have the right to express
individual opinions both publicly
and privately.
Students shall
also have the right to assemble
for responsible dissention or
establishment of organizations,
and membership in any group
may not be denied on the
grounds of sex, race, creed or
national origin.
All student
media funded by FUSA shall be
free of prior copy approval.
Section 1.02 Room Search
All residents of the room are
entitled
to
a
complete
accounting from the FUSA
memberpresent
during
the
search.
Section 1.03 Fair Trial
All students shall have a right
to a hearing before the Student
Court, Judical Board, or other
competent
tribunal
as
established by the FUSA and
the Student Services Division
when charged with a violation of
a University regulation.
Section 1.04 Records
All students have the right to
request and examine any
information in FUSA records.
Section
1.05
University
Regulations
These rights are in addition to
the
University
Rules
and
Regulations
listed
in
the
Student Handbook. The polices
in the Handbook are established
by
the
Vice-President for
Student
Services
with
recommendations
from
the
University Council.
Section 1.06 Constitution
It is understood that this
Constitution in no way modifies
or
abridges
the
existing
relationships
between
the
University and the individual
students.
It
is
further
understood that FUSA will
operate within the objectives of
the University Charter and
Mission Statement.
Article Two-Legislative Branch
Section 2.01 Legislature
All legislative powers shall be
vested in the FUSA Legislature.
Section 2.02 Elections
The Legislature shall be
composed of Repesentatives
elected each year, in the third
week after the commencement
of the fall semester,
by the
undergraduate student body.
The place and manner of
holding elections shall be
determined by the Elections
Commission. No person may
represent a district in which
(s)he does not reside.
Section 2.03 Vacancy
When a vacancy occurs in
representation from a district,
the seat shall be filled by the
runner-up of that district's
Legislature election.
If there
was no runner up, the vacancy
shall be filled by a student
appointed
by
the
FUSA
President and approved by
Legislature.
Section 2.04 Officers
The Legislature shall choose
its officers from among its own
members.
Officer elections
shall be held during the last
week
of
March.
The
Representatives
shall
be
empowered to remove any of
their officers by a valid petition
signed by two-thirds (2/3) of the
entire
membership of the
Legislature.
Elected officers for the
upcoming Legislative session
need not run in the general
Legislature elections.
These
officers will forfeit their right to
vote, but will maintain an
advisory role in the Legislature.
They will hold office from the
first week of April until the

following April.
Section 2.05 Assembly
The Legislature shall assemble
at least every fourteen (14)
days of the academic year. Its
first convening shall be within
ten (10) days after its election.
The President of the Legislature
shall be empowered to call
special meetings providing a
twenty-four (24) hour notice is
given to all Representatives.
Upon petition of twenty-five
(25)
percent
of
the
Representatives,
the
Legislature President shall be
required to convene a special
meeting of the Legislature, and
all Representatives shall be
given twenty-four (24) hour
notice of said meeting.
All
Legislature meetings shall be
open to the student body.
Section 2.06 Quorum
A majority of the Legislators
shall constitute a quorum to do
business. A majority vote of the
quorum shall be necessary to
pass a bill or resolution.
Section 2.07 Procedure
The Legislature shall
determine its rules of procedure
by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the
Representatives.
Section 2.08 Minutes
The Legislature shall keep a
journal of its proceedings, and
should post its minutes within
five (5) academic days after
meeting, in each district.
Section 2.09 Committees
The Legislature may establish
standing
and
ad
hoc
committees for the conduct of
its business. The Legislature
President shall appoint the
members
oJLgm^jtahding
committees ^rrJ^an||ng "the
Representatives.
m
All Chairpeople of the standing
committees shall "be elected by
the committee. The Chairs will
then have the power to appojgfji
a Sub-Chair and otl
deemed necessg
The sta
e
the Legislc
opriatHimilf" and
Judiciary,
Operations
Goverment
Committees.

The Judiciary Cor,
shall be empowers
a) Review
prj'
constituji
and make recc
the LeHsiature
b) Rel||ydP recommend all
FUSA appointees.
The Appropriations Committee
shall be empowered to:
a) Review the FUSA budget,
proposed by the Executive
Branch.
b) Recommend appropriations
to clubs seeking FUSA funding.
The Government Operations
Committee shall be empowered
to:
a) Investigate and introduce
bills to the Legislature.
b) Create task forces out of the
Committee to follow up on bills
passed by the Legislature.
Section 2.10 Summer Session
There shall exist a summer
session to conduct Legislature
business in the interim between
the spring and fall semesters. It
shall commence immediately
following the last day of exams
in the spring and shall recess on
the day prior to Legislature
elections in the fall.
Members will consist of
Legislators from the previous
session who neither graduated,
nor moved to the Cabinet or
Student Court. All members of
the summer session shall have
a vote, including the officers of
the next session, provided they
were voting members during the
previous session. The summer
session shall have the power to
determine its own procedures
for this interim period.
Section 2.11 Powers
The Legislature shall be
empowered to:
a)
Receive
and distribute
student activity fees, pay all
debts of the government,
approve
the
budget
as
submitted by the Executive,
and borrow money on the credit
of FUSA.
b) Grant or loan FUSA funds to

ADVERTISEMENT
orgnaizations
that
have
a
constitution approved by a
majority of the Legislature.
c) Make recommendations to
the University Council and VicePresident for Student Services
on the Disciplianary Codes and
University Regulations for the
student body.
d) Approve all appointees by a
two-thirds (2/3) vote.
e) Make all laws for the Student
Association.
f) Summon before it, persons or
reports from any segment of the
Student Association.
g) Recall any FUSA leader by a
two-thirds (2/3) vote of the
entire Legislature.
h) Override any Presidential
veto by a two-thirds (2/3) vote
of the entire Legislature.
Section 2.12 Reserved Powers
All powers not specifically
granted otherwise shall rest with
the Legislature.
Article Three-Executive Branch
Section 3.01 Executive
All Executive pov/ers herein
shall be vested in the FUSA
President and Cabinet.
Section 3.02
Election &
Inauguration
The FUSA President shall be
elected each year on the third
Tuesday
of
the
spring
semester, providing that day
does not succeed an academic
holiday. If this should happen,
the election shall be held on
Thursday of that week.
The
President's inauguration shall
take place during the first week
of April.
Section 3.03 Vacancy
When a vacancy occurs in
the office of the President, the
Legislature
President,
shall
assume this role until a new
President is elected by the
student body.
K ^jgg/F
Section 3.04 Powers
The FUSA President shall be
: empowered to:
a)
execute
the
FUSA
Constitution and laws passed
by Legislature^ ■$& ™
b) open each session of
slature with a State of the
iht Association Address,
i set
goals for FUSA
for the year.
c) approve or veto bills passed
by Legislature, ^jflfc^
d) initiate bills in Legislature.
e) act as official spokesman for
the student body.
i) call special meetings of the
student body.
g) serve on all Executive
committees "ex-officio."
h) help promote the general well
being of the University.
i) carry out any functions which
may arise, consistent with the
objectives of this Constitution.
Section 3.05 Cabinet
The President shall appoint a
Cabinet,
with
Legislature
approval, to assist in the
execution of his/her duties. The
Cabinet shall include a VicePresident of Student Activities,
Vice-President of Student Life,
Treasurer, Council of Student
Organizations Chairperson, and
other
officers
deemed
necessary.
The Cabinet, so
appointed, may be removed by
the
President
at
his/her
individual discretion.
Section
3.06
Cabinet
Responsibilities
The Vice-President of Student
Activities shall be responsible
for all FUSA programming, and
will coordinate committees to
plan and carry out events.
The Vice-President of Student
Life shall be responsible for
student affairs and concerns,
and will oversee committees in
this regard.
The Treasurer shall be
responsible for receiving and
disbursing funds. (S)He shall
draft the budget, and report to
the Legislature at least four
times a year on the Student
Association's finances.
The Council of Student
Organizations
(C.O.S.O.)
Chairperson
shall
be
responsible for the interaction
of the clubs, teams and
residence
councils
at the
University. (S)He shall act as

the
liaison
between
these
groups
and
the
student
government.
Article Four-Judicial Branch
Section 4.01 Judicial Branch
All Judicial powers herein
shall be vested in the Student
Court or other judicial bodies as
established by the Legislature.
Section 4.02 Powers
The Student Court shall be
empowered to:
a) serve as the final arbiter of
Constitutional
and
legal
disputed
arising
from
the
activities of the
government.
b) act as protector of the rights
of FUSA members.
c) serve as the court of first
instance for those accused of
infractions of the Disciplinary
Code.
Section 4.03 Composition
The Student Court shall be
composed of nine (9) Justices
and one (1) alternate who, as
needed, shall be granted voting
privileges.
They shall be
appointed
by
the
FUSA
President and approved by the
Legislature.
Appointments to
the Student Court shall last until
graduation,
resignation
or
removal.
Section 4.04 Chief Justice
The FUSA President may
appoint any member of the
Court to Chief Justice, with
Legislature approval. The Chief
Justice shall be the presiding
officer at all hearings or (s)he
shall appoint another Justice in
his/her stead. His/her term of
office shall terminate with the
inauguration of the new FUSA
President.'
Section 4.05 Hearings
A minimum of three (3)
Justices shall sit at all Court
proceedings. All civil'hearings
of the Court shall be open to the
public. AW disciplinary hearings
of the Court shall be closed to
the public.
, ^^^^r
Section 4.06 Procedures
The Student Court shall have
the power to establish its written
frules and procedures, with
Legislaturej|3proval.
Article Five-General Provisions
Section 5.01 Oath of Office
All FUSA leaders shall take
the following Oath before they
assui&s-office:
^X
do solemnly
swear to uphold and defend the
Constitution of the Fairfield
University Student Association,
and to serve the student body in
the office of
__to the
best of my ability."
This oath of office shall be
administered to all government
officials by the presiding Chief
Justice.
Section 5.02
Elections
Commission
To conduct all elections and
referendums for the Student
Association,
an independent
Elections Commission shall be
established. This Commission
will be presided over by a
Student
Court
Justice,
appointed by the chief justice.
Other members shall include:
one cabinet member, appointed
by the FUSA President, and one
legislature officer, appointed by
the Legislature President.
This Commision shall be
appointed by the second week
of April for the following school
year.
The Commision will establish
the Elections Code, with the
approval of the Legislature.
The purpose of the Elections
commision shall be to:
a) supervise and publicize
elections/referendums.
b) review petitions for ballot
placement.
c) post sample ballots no
less than twenty-four (24) hours
before the opening of the polls.
d) maintain the secrecy of
the ballots.
e)
secure all needed
materials
needed
for
the
conduct
of
elections/referendums.
f) count and post results no
later than noon the day after
election.
g) present a nonpartisan
guide of all candidates to the

student body.
h) investigate any question
pertaining the election code and
relevent
sections
of
the
constitution; this Commission
shall also have the power to
postpone any election due to a
pending investigation.
i) determine Legislature
apportionment.
Section 5.03 Officer Recall
The FUSA President and all
representatives are subject to
recall if a
majority of the
constituents voting in the last
election sign a valid petition,
and present it to the Chief
Justice. The Chief Justice shall
call on the Election Commission
within twenty-four (24) hours to
hold a referendum within ten
(10) days of the receipt of the
petition.
If the officer is
removed by a majority vote, the
standard procedures shall be
followed to fill his/her vacancy.
Section 5.04 Referendum
Any action of the government
shall be suject to a referendum
if a majority of the Student
Association, or two-thirds (2/3)
of the Legislature , shall sign a
valid petition and submit it to the
Chief Justice.
The Chief
Justice shall call on the
elections commission within
twenty-four (24) hours to hold a
referendum within ten (10) days
of the receipt of the petition.
Section 5.05 Membership
The Fairfield University
Student
Association
shall
consist
of
all
full-time,
matriculated
undergraduates,
as recognized by the University
Registar's office.
Section 5.06 Leaders
No person may
simultaneously hold office in
more than one of the following
bodies:
Student
Court,
Legislature or Cabinet; or any
other offices designated as
cabinet-rank by the FUSA
President.
Section 5.07 Finance
The maximum dollar
expenditure which may be made
by a FUSA leader without lineitem Legislative approval shall
be set at $3,000.
Section 5.08 Legislation
Any bill not be returned by the
FUSA President within ten (10)
class days shall automatically
become a law.
Article Six-Future Constitutions
Section 6.01 Requirements
All future Constitutions shall
be declared valid when the
following conditions are fulfilled:
a) the Constitution is accepted
by a two-thirds (2/3) roll call
vote of the entire Legislature.
b) the FUSA President presents
a copy of the Constitution to the
Vice-President
of
Student
Services for his approval.
c) the Constitution is approved
in a student referendum by a
majority of those voting.
Section 6.02 Amendments
Amendments to this
Constitution must be~passed by
a two-thirds (2/3) roll call vote of
the entire Legislature.
The
FUSA
President will
then
present
a
copy
of
the
amendment
to
the
VicePresident of Student Services
for his acceptance.
The
amendment shall then be
submitted
in
a
student
referendum for approval from a
majority of those voting.
Section 6.03
Constitutional
Convention
The Legislature may by a twothirds (2/3) roll call vote provide
for
the
convening
of
a
Constitutional Convention to
amend or revise this this
Constitution. The Convention's
membership shall be determined
by
the
Legislature. A
Convention shall convene at
least every five years to review
this Constitution.
The next
Convention should be held in
1992.
Section 6.04 Constitution
This Constitution takes
precedence over all former
Constitutions,
laws, by-laws
and rulings. All future actions
and laws must adhere to this
Constitution.

